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Mammals 8s  

A 

AARDVARK AAADKRRV African mammal [n -S] 

AARDWOLF AADFLORW African mammal [n -LVES] 

ABATTOIR AABIORTT slaughterhouse [n -S] 

ABOMASAL AAABLMOS pertaining to abomasum (fourth stomach of ruminant) [adj] 

ABOMASUM AABMMOSU fourth stomach of ruminant [n -SA] 

ABOMASUS AABMOSSU abomasum (fourth stomach of ruminant) [n -SI] 

ABORNING ABGINNOR while being born [adv] 

AGISTING AGGIINST AGIST, to feed and take care of for fee, as livestock [v] 

AGOUTIES AEGIOSTU AGOUTI, burrowing rodent [n] / AGOUTY [n] 

ANKUSHES AEHKNSSU ANKUSH, ankus (elephant goad) [n] 

ANTEATER AAEENRTT any of several mammals that feed on ants [n -S] 

ANTLERED ADEELNRT ANTLER, horn of animal of deer family [adj] 
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BABIRUSA AABBIRSU wild pig [n -S] 

BABYLIKE ABBEIKLY resembling baby [adj] 

BADGERED ABDDEEGR BADGER, to harass (to bother persistently) [v] 

BALISAUR AABILRSU long-tailed badger [n -S] 

BANGTAIL AABGILNT racehorse [n -S] 

BAREBACK AABBCEKR without saddle [adv] 

BAROUCHE ABCEHORU type of carriage (wheeled, horse-drawn vehicle) [n -S] 

BAUDRONS ABDONRSU cat [n -ES] 

BEAGLING ABEGGILN activity of hunting with beagles [n -S] / BEAGLE, to hunt with beagles (small hounds) [v] 

BEARLIKE ABEEIKLR bearish (resembling bear (large mammal)) [adj] 

BEARSKIN ABEIKNRS skin of bear [n -S] 

BEAVERED ABDEEERV BEAVER, to work hard [v] 

BEDLAMER ABDEELMR young harp seal (aquatic mammal) [n -S] 

BEFLEAED ABDEEEFL BEFLEA, to infest with fleas [v] 

BEHEMOTH BEEHHMOT large beast (animal (living organism typically capable of voluntary motion and sensation)) [n -S] 

BESTIARY ABEIRSTY collection of animal fables [n -RIES] 

BIOTICAL ABCIILOT biotic (pertaining to life (quality that distinguishes animals and plants from inanimate matter)) [adj] 

BIOTOXIN BIINOOTX poison made by plant or animal [n -S] 

BLATTING ABGILNTT BLAT, to bleat (to utter cry of sheep) [v] 

BLEATING ABEGILNT BLEAT, to utter cry of sheep [v] 

BLESBUCK BBCEKLSU blesbok (large antelope (ruminant mammal)) [n -S] 

BLOODING BDGILNOO fox hunting ceremony [n -S] 

BLOWHOLE BEHLLOOW air or gas vent [n -S] 

BLUETICK BCEIKLTU hunting dog [n -S] 

BONEMEAL ABEELMNO fertilizer or feed made from crushed bone [n -S] 

BONTEBOK BBEKNOOT antelope (ruminant mammal) [n -S] 

BOSCHBOK BBCHKOOS bushbuck (small antelope (ruminant mammal)) [n -S] 

BOSHVARK ABHKORSV wild hog [n -S] 

BOVINITY BIINOTVY state of being bovine [n -TIES] 
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BOWWOWED BDEOOWWW BOWWOW, to bark like dog [v] 

BRANDADE AABDDENR dish of cod mixed with olive oil and milk [n -S] 

BRIDLING BDZGIILNR BRIDLE, to control with restraint [v] 

BROUGHAM ABGHMORU type of carriage (wheeled, horse-drawn vehicle) [n -S] 

BRUMBIES BBEIMRSU BRUMBY, wild horse [n] 

BUBALINE ABBEILNU pertaining to bubal (large antelope) [adj] 

BUCKAROO ABCKOORU cowboy [n -S] 

BUCKAYRO ABCKORUY buckaroo (cowboy) [n -S] 

BUCKEROO BCEKOORU buckaroo (cowboy) [n -S] 

BUCKSKIN BCIKKNSU skin of male deer [n -S] 

BULLCOOK BCKLLOOU worker in logging camp [n -S] 

BULLDOZE BDELLOUZ to bully (to treat abusively) [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

BULLHORN BHLLNORU electric megaphone [n -S] 

BULLNECK BCEKLLNU thick neck [n -S] 

BULLNOSE BELLNOSU disease of swine [n -S] 

BULLOCKY BCKLLOUY BULLOCK, castrated bull [adj] 

BULLPOUT BLLOPTUU bullhead, freshwater catfish [n -S] 

BULLRING BGILLNRU bullfight arena [n -S] 

BULLRUSH BHLLRSUU bulrush (tall marsh plant) [n -S] 

BULLSEYE BEELLSUY center of target [n -S] 

BULLSHIT BHILLSTU offensive word [v -HAT, -TTED, -TTING, -S] 

BULLSHOT BHLLOSTU drink made of vodka and bouillon [n -S] 

BULLWEED BDEELLUW knapweed (meadow plant) [n -S] 

BULLWHIP BHILLPUW to strike with long whip [v -PPED, -PPING, -S] 

BUSHBABY ABBBHSUY small tree-dwelling primate [n -BABIES] 

BUSHBUCK BBCHKSUU small antelope (ruminant mammal) [n -S] 

BUSHGOAT ABGHOSTU bushbuck (small antelope (ruminant mammal)) [n -S] 

BUTTERED BDEERTTU BUTTER, to spread with butter (milk product) [v] 
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CABOCHED ABCCDEHO full-faced -- used of animal's head in heraldry [adj] 

CABOSHED ABCDEHOS caboched (full-faced -- used of animal's head in heraldry) [adj] 

CACHALOT AACCHLOT large whale [n -S] 

CACOMIXL ACCILMOX raccoon-like mammal [n -S] 

CAGELIKE ACEEGIKL resembling cage (enclosure) [adj] 

CALFLIKE ACEFIKLL CALF, young cow or bull [adj] 

CAMELEER ACEEELMR camel driver [n -S] 

CANINITY ACIINNTY state of being canine [n -TIES] 

CANTERED ACDEENRT CANTER, to ride horse at moderate pace [v] 

CAPEWORK ACEKOPRW bullfighting technique [n -S] 

CAPITATE AACEIPTT bone of wrist of primates [n -S] 

CAPUCHIN ACCHINPU long-tailed monkey [n -S] 

CAPYBARA AAABCPRY large rodent (gnawing mammal) [n -S] 

CARACOLE AACCELOR to perform half turn on horse [v -D, -LING, -S] 

CARCAJOU AACCJORU carnivorous mammal [n -S] 
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CARRIAGE AACEGIRR wheeled, horse-drawn vehicle [n -S] 

CATALOES AACELOST CATALO, hybrid between buffalo and cow [n] 

CATBRIAR AABCIRRT catbrier (thorny vine) [n -S] 

CATBRIER ABCEIRRT thorny vine [n -S] 

CATNAPER AACENPRT one that steals cats [n -S] 

CATTIEST ACEISTTT CATTY, catlike; spiteful [adj] 

CAVALERO AACELORV horseman (one who rides horse) [n -S] 

CELOMATA AACELMOT CELOM, coelom (body cavity in some animals) [n] 

CETACEAN AACCEENT aquatic mammal [n -S] 

CETOLOGY CEGLOOTY study of whales [n -GIES] 

CHAMFRON ACFHMNOR armor for horse's head [n -S] 

CHANFRON ACFHNNOR chamfron (armor for horse's head) [n -S] 

CHARQUID ACDHIQRU CHARQUI, type of meat (animal flesh used as food) [adj] 

CHEESIER CEEEHIRS CHEESY, resembling cheese (food made from milk curds) [adj] 

CHEESILY CEEHILSY CHEESY, resembling cheese (food made from milk curds) [adv] 

CHIGETAI ACEGHIIT wild ass [n -S] 

CHIPMUCK CCHIKMPU chipmunk (small rodent (gnawing mammal)) [n -S] 

CHIPMUNK CHIKMNPU small rodent (gnawing mammal) [n -S] 

CHORDATE ACDEHORT any of large phylum of animals [n -S] 

CLAWLESS ACELLSSW having no claws [adj] 

CLAWLIKE ACEIKLLW resembling claw [adj] 

CLOPPING CGILNOPP CLOP, to make sound of hoof striking pavement [v] 

COELOMIC CCEILMOO COELOM, body cavity in some animals [adj] 

COLTHOOD CDHLOOOT state or time of being colt (young male horse) [n -S] 

CONEPATE ACEENOPT skunk [n -S] 

CONEPATL ACELNOPT conepate (skunk) [n -S] 

CONODONT CDNNOOOT fossil (remains of animal or plant preserved in earth's crust) [n -S] 

COONSKIN CIKNNOOS pelt of raccoon [n -S] 

CORPUSES CEOPRSSU CORPUS, human or animal body [n] 

COURSING CGINORSU pursuit of game by hounds [n -S] / COURSE, to cause hounds to chase game [v] 

COWBERRY BCEORRWY pasture shrub [n -RRIES] 

COWBOYED BCDEOOWY COWBOY, to tend cattle or horses [v] 

COWPOXES CEOOPSWX COWPOX, cattle disease [n] 

CRATCHES ACCEHRST CRATCH, manger (trough or box from which horses or cattle eat) [n] 

CREAMERY ACEEMRRY dairy (establishment dealing in milk products) [n -RIES] 

CREAMING ACEGIMNR CREAM, to form cream (part of milk) [v] 

CREATURE ACEERRTU living being [n -S] 

CREODONT CDENOORT extinct carnivore [n -S] 

CRICETID CCDEIIRT small rodent (gnawing mammal) [n -S] 

CROWBAIT ABCIORTW old horse [n -S] 

CUSCUSES CCESSSUU CUSCUS, arboreal mammal [n] 
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DEADFALL AADDEFLL type of animal trap [n -S] 

DECLAWED ACDDEELW DECLAW, to surgically remove claws of [v] 
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DEERLIKE DEEEIKLR DEER, ruminant mammal [adj] 

DEHORNED DDEEHNOR DEHORN, to deprive of horns [v] 

DEHORNER DEEHNORR one that dehorns (to deprive of horns) [n -S] 

DEMIVOLT DEILMOTV half turn made by horse [n -S] 

DERATTED ADDEERTT DERAT, to rid of rats [v] 

DESEXING DEEGINSX DESEX, to castrate or spay [v] 

DESTRIER DEEIRRST warhorse [n -S] 

DETICKED CDDEEIKT DETICK, to remove ticks from [v] 

DETICKER CDEEIKRT one that deticks (to remove ticks from) [n -S] 

DISMOUNT DIMNOSTU to get down from elevated position [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DOGBERRY BDEGORRY wild berry [n -RIES] 

DOGEARED ADDEEGOR DOGEAR, to turn down corner of page [v] 

DOGFIGHT DFGGHIOT to engage in aerial battle [v -FOUGHT, -ING, -S] 

DOGGIEST DEGGIOST DOGGY, resembling or suggestive of dog [adj] 

DOGHOUSE DEGHOOSU shelter for dog [n -S] 

DOGNAPED ADDEGNOP DOGNAP, to steal dog [v] 

DOGNAPER ADEGNOPR one that dognaps (to steal dog) [n -S] 

DOGSBODY BDDGOOSY menial worker [n -DIES] 

DOGSTAIL ADGILOST grass with spiky flower heads [n -S] 

DOGTOOTH DGHOOOTT cuspid (pointed tooth) [n -TEETH] 

DOGWATCH ACDGHOTW short period of watch duty on ship [n -ES] 

DORMOUSE DEMOORSU small rodent (gnawing mammal) [n -MICE] 

DRESSAGE ADEEGRSS training of horse in obedience and deportment [n -S] 

DUCKBILL BCDIKLLU platypus (aquatic mammal) [n -S] 
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ECESISES CEEEISSS ECESIS, establishment of plant or animal in new environment [n] 

ECTOZOAN ACENOOTZ ectozoon (parasite on body of animal) [n -S] 

ECTOZOON CENOOOTZ parasite on body of animal [n -ZOA] 

EDENTATE ADEEENTT toothless mammal [n -S] 

ELAPHINE AEEHILNP pertaining to genus of deer [adj] 

ELEPHANT AEEHLNPT large mammal (any of class of warm-blooded vertebrates) [n -S] 

ELKHOUND DEHKLNOU hunting dog [n -S] 

ENDOZOIC CDEINOOZ involving passage through animal [adj] 

ENSNARER AEENNRRS one that ensnares (to trap (to catch in trap (device for capturing and holding animals))) [n -S] 

ENTELLUS EELLNSTU hanuman (East Indian monkey) [n -S] 

ENTOILED DEEILNOT ENTOIL, to entrap (to trap (to catch in trap (device for capturing and holding animals))) [v] 

ENTOZOAL AELNOOTZ entozoic (living within animal) [adj] 

ENTOZOIC CEINOOTZ living within animal [adj] 

ENZOOTIC CEINOOTZ type of animal disease [n -S] 

EOHIPPUS EHIOPPSU extinct horse [n -ES] 

EPIZOOTY EIOOPTYZ type of animal disease [n -TIES] 

EQUINELY EEILNQUY in horselike manner [adv] 

EQUINITY EIINQTUY state of being like horse [n -TIES] 

EQUIPAGE AEEGIPQU carriage (wheeled, horse-drawn vehicle) [n -S] 
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ESTANCIA AACEINST cattle ranch [n -S] 

ESTRUSES EERSSSTU ESTRUS, period of heat in female mammals [n] 

ETHOLOGY EGHLOOTY study of animal behavior [n -GIES] 

EUSOCIAL ACEILOSU pertaining to animal society marked by specialization of tasks [adj] 

EYESHINE EEEHINSY reflection from eyes of some animals [n -S] 
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F 

FANGLIKE AEFGIKLN FANG, long, pointed tooth [adj] 

FARRIERY AEFIRRRY trade of farrier [n -RIES] 

FARROWED ADEFORRW FARROW, to give birth to litter of pigs [v] 

FATSTOCK ACFKOSTT livestock that is fat and ready for market [n -S] 

FAUNALLY AAFLLNUY FAUNA, animal life of particular region [adv] 

FAUNLIKE AEFIKLNU FAUN, woodland deity of Roman mythology [adj] 

FAWNLIKE AEFIKLNW resembling young deer [adj] 

FEEDYARD ADDEEFRY feedlot (plot of land on which livestock is fattened) [n -S] 

FELINELY EEFILLNY catlike manner [adj] 

FELINITY EFIILNTY quality of being catlike [n -TIES] 

FERITIES EEFIIRST FERITY, wildness (state of being wild (living in natural state)) [n] 

FERRETED DEEEFRRT FERRET, to search out by careful investigation [v] 

FERRETER EEEFRRRT one that ferrets (to search out by careful investigation) [n -S] 

FISSIPED DEFIIPSS mammal that has separated toes [n -S] 

FLANCARD AACDFLNR piece of armor for side of horse [n -S] 

FLENCHED CDEEFHLN FLENCH, to flense (to strip blubber or skin from) [v] 

FLENCHES CEEFHLNS FLENCH, to flense (to strip blubber or skin from) [v] 

FLENSING EFGILNNS FLENSE, to strip blubber or skin from [v] 

FLESHING EFGHILNS distribution of lean and fat on animal [n -S] / FLESH, to plunge into flesh (soft body tissue) [v] 

FODDERED DDDEEFOR FODDER, to feed with coarse food [v] 

FOOTLIKE EFIKLOOT resembling foot (terminal part of leg on which body stands and moves) [adj] 

FOREFACE ACEEFFOR front part of head of quadruped [n -S] 

FOREFOOT EFFOOORT one of front feet of animal [n -FEET] 

FOREHOOF EFFHOOOR hoof of forefoot (n -S, -OOVES] 

FORELIMB BEFILMOR foreleg (one of front legs of animal) [n -S] 

FOREMILK EFIKLMOR milk secreted immediately after childbirth [n -S] 

FOSSETTE EEFOSSTT small fossa (catlike mammal) [n -S] 

FOXGLOVE EFGLOOVX flowering plant [n -S] 

FOXHOUND DFHNOOUX hunting dog [n -S] 

FOXINESS EFINOSSX state of being foxy (crafty (skillful in deceiving)) [n -ES] 

FROMENTY EFMNORTY frumenty (dish of wheat boiled in milk and sweetened with sugar) [n -TIES] 

FRUMENTY EFMNRTUY dish of wheat boiled in milk and sweetened with sugar [n -TIES] 

FURMENTY EFMNRTUY frumenty (dish of wheat boiled in milk and sweetened with sugar) [n -TIES] 

FURPIECE CEEFIPRU item of clothing made out of fur [n -S] 

FURRIERY EFIRRRUY business of furrier [n -RIES] 

FURRIEST EFIRRSTU FURRY, covered with fur [adj] 
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G 

GALLOPED ADEGLLOP GALLOP, to ride horse at full speed [v] 

GALLOPER AEGLLOPR one that gallops (to ride horse at full speed) [n -S] 

GALLOWAY AAGLLOWY breed of hornless cattle [n -S] 

GAMASHES AAEGHMSS boots worn by horseback riders [n] 

GEMSBUCK BCEGKMSU gemsbok (large antelope (ruminant mammal)) [n -S] 

GERBILLE BEEGILLR gerbil (burrowing rodent) [n -S] 

GLANDERS ADEGLNRS disease of horses [n] 

GOADLIKE ADEGIKLO resembling goad [adj] 

GOATFISH AFGHIOST tropical fish [n -ES] 

GOATHERD ADEGHORT one who tends goats [n -S] 

GOATIEST AEGIOSTT GOATY, suggestive of goat [adj] 

GOATLIKE AEGIKLOT goatish (resembling goat (horned mammal)) [adj] 

GOATSKIN AGIKNOST hide of goat [n -S] 

GRANDDAM AADDGMNR female parent of animal with offspring [n -S] 

GRUMPHIE EGHIMPRU pig [n -S] 

GUARDDOG ADDGGORU dog trained to guard persons or property [n -S] 

GYNECOID CDEGINOY resembling woman (adult human female) [adj] 
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HAGGISES AEGGHISS HAGGIS, Scottish dish made of sheep's inner organs, which are cut up, spiced, and cooked in bag [n] 

HAIRLIKE AEHIIKLR resembling hair (threadlike growth) [adj] 

HAIRWORM AHIMORRW parasitic worm [n -S] 

HALALLED AADEHLLL HALAL, to slaughter animal according to Muslim law [v] 

HANDLIKE ADEHIKLN resembling hand [adj] 

HARDBOOT ABDHOORT horseman (one who rides horse) [n -S] 

HARELIKE AEEHIKLR resembling hare (long-eared mammal) [adj] 

HEDGEHOG DEEGGHHO small mammal (any of class of warm-blooded vertebrates) [n -S] 

HEDGEPIG DEEGGHIP hedgehog (small mammal (any of class of warm-blooded vertebrates)) [n -S] 

HERDLIKE DEEHIKLR resembling herd [adj] 

HERDSMAN DEEHRRS herder (one that herds (to bring together in herd (group of animals)) [n] 

HINDMILK DHIIKLMN breast milk exuded after first part of feeding [n -S] 

HIRSELED DEEHILRS HIRSEL, to herd sheep [v] 

HOGSHEAD ADEGHHOS large cask [n -S] 

HOGTYING GGHINOTY HOGTIE, to tie together legs of [v] 

HOLOTYPE EHLOOPTY animal or plant specimen [n -S] 

HOLSTEIN EHILNOST breed of cattle [n -S] 

HOMINOID DHIIMNOO manlike animal [n -S] 

HOOFBEAT ABEFHOOT sound of hooves striking ground [n -S] 

HOOFLIKE EFHIKLOO resembling hoof (hard covering on feet of certain animals) [adj] 

HORSEBOX BEHOORSX closed vehicle for transporting horses [n -ES] 

HORSECAR ACEHORRS streetcar drawn by horse [n -S] 

HORSEFLY EFHLORSY large fly [n -LIES] 

HORSEMAN AEHMNORS one who rides horse [n -MEN] 

HORSEPOX EHOOPRSX skin disease of horses [n -ES] 
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HORSIEST EHIORSST HORSY, resembling horse [adj] / HORSEY [adj] 

HOTBLOOD BDHLOOOT thoroughbred horse [n -S] 

HOUNDING DGHINNOU HOUND, to pursue relentlessly [v] 

HUMANELY AEHLMNUY HUMANE, compassionate [adv] 

HUMANEST AEHMNSTU HUMANE, compassionate [adj] 

HUMANISE AEHIMNSU to humanize (to make human) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

HUMANISM AHIMMNSU quality of being human [n -S] 

HUMANIST AHIMNSTU one who studies human nature [n -S] 

HUMANITY AHIMNTUY human race [n -TIES] 

HUMANIZE AEHIMNUZ to make human [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

HUMANOID ADHIMNOU something having human form [n -S] 

HYRACOID ACDHIORY hyrax (small, harelike mammal) [n -S] 
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INHUMANE AEHIMNNU not humane [adj] 

INTEGRIN EGIINNRT class of animal proteins [n -S] 

INUKSHUK HIKKNSUU figure of human made of stones [n -S] 
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JAVELINA AAEIJLNV peccary (piglike hoofed mammal) [n -S] 

JOCKETTE CEEJKOTT woman who rides horses in races [n -S] 
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KANGAROO AAGKNOOR Australian mammal [n -S] 

KEESHOND DEEHKNOS small, heavy-coated dog [n -S, -EN] 

KENNELED DEEEKLNN KENNEL, to keep in shelter for dogs [v] 

KINKAJOU AIJKKNOU arboreal mammal [n -S] 

KITTENED DEEIKNTT KITTEN, to bear kittens (young cats) [v] 

KNACKERY ACEKKNRY place of business of a knacker (one that buys old livestock) [n -RIES] 

KOLINSKI IIKKLNOS kolinsky (Asian mink) [n -ES] 

KOLINSKY IKKLNOSY Asian mink [n -KIES] 

KOMONDOR DKMNOOOR large, shaggy-coated dog [n -S, -OK, -OCK] 

KOUMISES EIKMOSSU KOUMIS, koumiss (beverage made from camel's milk) [n] 

KOUMYSES EKMOSSUY KOUMYS, koumiss (beverage made from camel's milk) [n] 

KUMISSES EIKMSSSU KUMISS, koumiss (beverage made from camel's milk) [n] 

KUVASZOK AKKOSUVZ KUVASZ, large dog having white coat [n] 
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LABRADOR AABDLORR hunting dog [n -S] 

LACTEOUS ACELOSTU resembling milk [adj] 

LAMBIEST ABEILMST LAMBY, resembling lamb [adj] 

LAMBKILL ABIKLLLM evergreen shrub [n -S] 
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LAMBLIKE ABEIKLLM resembling lamb [adj] 

LAMPASES AAELMPSS LAMPAS, inflammation of roof of horse's mouth [n] 

LARDLIKE ADEIKLLR resembling lard [adj] 

LEASHING AEGHILNS LEASH, to restrain animal with line or thong [v] 

LEMURINE EEILMNRU pertaining to lemur (arboreal mammal related to monkeys) [adj] 

LEMUROID DEILMORU lemur (arboreal mammal related to monkeys) [n -S] 

LEPORINE EEILNOPR resembling rabbit or hare [adj] 

LIFELIKE EEFIIKLL resembling living thing [adj] 

LIONISER EIILNORS one that lionises (to lionize (to treat or regard as celebrity)) [n -S] 

LIONIZER EIILNORZ one that lionizes (to treat or regard as celebrity) [n -S] 

LIONLIKE EIIKLLNO resembling lion (large, carnivorous feline mammal) [adj] 

LIVETRAP AEILPRTV to capture in type of animal trap [v -PPED, -PPING, -S] 

LOCOWEED CDEELOOW plant that causes poisoning when eaten by livestock [n -S] 

LONGEING EGGILNNO LONGE, to guide horse by means of long rope [v] 

LONGHORN GHLNNOOR one of breed of long-horned cattle [n -S] 

LORICATE ACEILORT animal having lorica [n -S] 
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MACROPOD ACDMOOPR plant-eating marsupial mammal [n -S] 

MALAMUTE AAELMMTU Alaskan sled dog [n -S] 

MALEMIUT AEILMMTU malamute (Alaskan sled dog) [n -S] 

MALEMUTE AEELMMTU malamute (Alaskan sled dog) [n -S] 

MALTIPOO AILMOOPT cross between Maltese and poodle [n -S] 

MANATOID AADIMNOT MANATEE, aquatic mammal [adj] 

MANDRILL ADILLMNR large baboon (large ape) [n -S] 

MANELESS AEELMNSS MANE, long hair growing on and about neck of some animals [adj] 

MANGABEY AABEGMNY long-tailed monkey [n -S] 

MANGIEST AEGIMNST MANGY, affected with mange [adj] / MANGEY [adj] 

MANNIKIN AIIKMNNN manikin (anatomical model of human body) [n -S] 

MANURING AGIMNNRU MANURE, to fertilize with manure (animal excrement) [v] 

MARKHOOR AHKMOORR markhor (wild goat) [n -S] 

MARMOSET AEMMORST small monkey [n -S] 

MARSUPIA AAIMPRSU abdominal pouches of certain mammals [n] 

MASKLIKE AEIKKLMS suggestive of mask [adj] 

MASTITIC ACIIMSTT MASTITIS, inflammation of breast [adj] 

MASTITIS AIIMSSTT inflammation of breast [n -IDES] 

MASTODON ADMNOOST extinct elephant-like mammal [n -S] 

MAVERICK ACEIKMRV unbranded range animal [n -S] 

MILKIEST EIIKLMST MILKY, resembling or suggestive of milk [adj] 

MILKLESS EIKLLMSS lacking milk [adj] 

MILKMAID ADIIKLMM woman who milks cows [n -S] 

MILKSHED DEHIKLMS region supplying milk to particular community [n -S] 

MISBRAND ABDIMNRS to brand (to mark with hot iron) incorrectly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MOLDWARP ADLMOPRW burrowing mammal [n -S] 

MONGOOSE EGMNOOOS carnivorous mammal [n -S, -GEESE] 
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MONKEYED DEEKMNOY MONKEY, to mimic (to imitate closely) [v] 

MOSCHATE ACEHMOST musky (resembling musk (strongly odorous substance secreted by certain animals)) [adj] 

MOUFFLON FFLMNOOU mouflon (wild sheep) [n -S] 

MOUSEPAD ADEMOPSU flat pad on which computer mouse is used [n -S] 

MOUSIEST EIMOSSTU MOUSEY, mousy (resembling mouse (small rodent (gnawing mammal))) [adj] / MOUSY [adj] 

MUCKWORM CKMMORUW worm found in manure [n -S] 

MUCRONES CEMNORSU MUCRO, sharp point at end of certain plant and animal organs [n] 

MULETEER EEELMRTU one who drives mules (hoofed work animals) [n -S] 

MUNGOOSE EGMNOOSU mongoose (carnivorous mammal) [n -S] 

MUSKIEST EIKMSSTU MUSKY, resembling musk (strongly odorous substance secreted by certain animals) [adj] 

MUSKOXEN EKMNOSUX MUSKOX, large bovid of arctic regions [n] 

MUSQUASH AHMQSSUU muskrat (aquatic rodent) [n -ES] 

MUSTELID DEILMSTU mammal of weasel family [n -S] 

MUZZLING GILMNUZZ MUZZLE, to put covering over mouth of to prevent biting or eating [v] 

 

Mammals 8s  

N 

NARWHALE AAEHLNRW narwhal (arctic aquatic mammal) [n -S] 

NEATHERD ADEEHNRT cowherd (one who tends cattle) [n -S] 

NECKLIKE CEEIKKLN resembling neck [adj] 

NEIGHING EGGHIINN NEIGH, to utter cry of horse [v] 

NEKTONIC CEIKNNOT NEKTON, free-swimming marine animals [adj] 

NEUTERED DEEENRTU NEUTER, to castrate (to remove testes of) [v] 

NICKERED CDEEIKNR NICKER, to neigh (to utter cry of horse) [v] 

NOBBLING BBGILNNO NOBBLE, to disable racehorse [v] 

NONDAIRY ADINNORY having no milk products [adj] 

NONHUMAN AHMNNNOU one that is not human [n -S] 

NOSEBAND ABDENNOS part of horse's bridle [n -S] 

NOSELIKE EEIKLNOS resembling nose [adj] 
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OESTROUS EOORSSTU estrous (pertaining to estrus (period of heat in female mammals)) [adj] 

OESTRUAL AELORSTU estrual (estrous (pertaining to estrus (period of heat in female mammals))) [adj] 

OMNIVORA AIMNOORV omnivores (animal that eats all kinds of food) [n] 

OMNIVORE EIMNOORV animal that eats all kinds of food [n -S] 

ORDUROUS DOORRSUU ORDURE, manure [adj] 

OREODONT DENOOORT extinct sheep-sized mammal [n -S] 

ORGANISM AGIMNORS any form of animal or plant life [n -S] 

OUISTITI IIIOSTTU South American monkey [n -S] 

OUTBLEAT ABELOTTU to surpass in bleating [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTBREED BDEEORTU to interbreed relatively unrelated stocks [v -RED, -ING, -S] 

OUTFOXED DEFOOTUX OUTFOX, to outwit (to get better of by superior cleverness) [v] 

OUTFOXES EFOOSTUX OUTFOX, to outwit (to get better of by superior cleverness) [v] 

OVERMILK EIKLMORV to milk to excess [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OVERTAME AEEMORTV too tame [adj] 
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OVICIDAL ACDIILOV OVICIDE, agent that kills eggs [adj] 

OVIDUCAL ACDILOUV OVIDUCT, tube through which ova travel from ovary [adj] 

OVIPOSIT IIOOPSTV to lay eggs [v -ED, -ING, -S] 
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PALOMINO AILMNOOP horse with golden coat and white mane [n -S] 

PANGOLIN AGILNNOP toothless mammal [n -S] 

PANHUMAN AAHMNNPU pertaining to all humanity [adj] 

PAPILLON AILLNOPP small dog having large ears [n -S] 

PASHMINA AAHIMNPS wool obtained from Himalayan goats [n -S] 

PASTURER AEPRRSTU one that pastures livestock [n -S] 

PATAGIAL AAAGILPT pertaining to patagium (wing membrane of bat) [adj] 

PATAGIUM AAGIMPTU wing membrane of bat [n -IA] 

PAXWAXES AAEPSWXX PAXWAX, nuchal ligament of quadruped [n] 

PECORINO CEINOOPR hard cheese made from sheep's milk [n -S, -NI] 

PEEKAPOO AEEKOOPP dog that is cross between Pekingese and poodle [n -S] 

PELAGIAL AAEGILLP PELAGE, coat or covering of mammal [adj] 

PELTLESS EELLPSST lacking pelt (skin of animal) [adj] 

PELTRIES EEILPRST PELTRY, animal skin [n] 

PETNAPER AEENPPRT one who steals pet [n -S] 

PETTABLE ABEELPTT capable of being petted [adj] 

PHARMING AGHIMNPR production of pharmaceuticals from genetically altered plants or animals [n -S] 

PIGGIEST EGGIIPST PIGGY, piggish (greedy or dirty) [adj] 

PIGSTICK CGIIKPST to hunt for wild boar [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PIGSTIES EGIIPSST PIGSTY, pigpen (place where pigs are kept) [n] 

PILOSITY IILOPSTY state of being pilose (covered with hair) [n -TIES] 

PINNIPED DEIINNPP mammal with limbs modified into flippers [n -S] 

PINSCHER CEHINPRS large, short-haired dog [n -S] 

PLACENTA AACELNPT vascular organ in most mammals [n -S, -E] 

PLATYPUS ALPPSTUY aquatic mammal [n -ES, -PI] 

PONYTAIL AILNOPTY hairstyle [n -S] 

PORPOISE EIOOPPRS to move forward with rising and falling motions [v -D, -SING, -S] 

PREHUMAN AEHMNPRU prototype of man [n S] 

PRIMATAL AAILMPRT primate (any of advanced order of mammals) [n -S] 

PROSTATE AEOPRSTT gland in male mammals [n -S] 

PUPPYDOM DMOPPPUY world of puppies [n -S] 

PUPPYISH HIPPPSUY PUPPY, young dog [adj] 

PUREBRED BDEEPRRU animal of unmixed stock [n -S] 

PUSSLIKE EIKLPSSU catlike (resembling cat; stealthy; silent) [adj] 

PUSSYCAT ACPSSTUY cat [n -S] 

PYGMAEAN AAEGMNPY PYGMY, small person (human being) [adj] 

PYGMYISH GHIMPSYY PYGMY, small person (human being) [adj] 
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QUADRIGA AADGIQRU chariot drawn by four horses [n -E] 

QUINELLA AEILLNQU type of bet in horse racing [n -S] 
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RABBITED ABBDEIRT RABBIT, to hunt rabbits (rodent-like mammals) [v] 

RABBITER ABBEIRRT one that rabbits (to hunt rabbits (rodent-like mammals)) [n -S] 

RABBITRY ABBIRRTY place where rabbits are kept [n -RIES] 

RABIETIC ABCEIIRT RABIES, fatal viral disease of animals [adj] 

RACEGOER ACEEGORR one who regularly goes to horse races [n -S] 

RAILBIRD ABDIILRR racing enthusiast [n -S] 

RAMMIEST AEIMMRST RAMMY, rammish (resembling ram (male sheep)) [adj] 

RANCHING ACGHINNR work of running ranch [n -S] / RANCH, to work on ranch (establishment for raising livestock) [v] 

RATICIDE ACDEIIRT substance for killing rats [n -S] 

REARMICE ACEEIMRR reremice (bats (flying mammals)) [n] 

REDWATER ADEERRTW blood disease of cattle [n -S] 

REEDBUCK BCDEEKRU African antelope [n -S] 

REINDEER DEEEINRR large deer (ruminant mammal) [n -S] 

REINSMAN AEIMNNRS skilled rider of horses [n -MEN] 

REREMICE CEEEIMRR bats (flying mammals) [n] 

RESTABLE ABEELRST to stable again [v -D, -LING, -S] 

RHESUSES EEHRSSSU RHESUS, Asian monkey [n] 

RIDGLING DGGIILNR male animal with undescended testicles [n -S] 

RINGBONE BEGINNOR bony growth on horse's foot [n -S] 

RINGTAIL AGIILNRT animal having tail with ringlike markings [n -S] 

ROADKILL ADIKLLOR animal that has been killed on road [n -S] 

RODEOING DEGINOOR RODEO, to perform cowboy skills in contest [v] 

ROOTLING GILNOORT ROOTLE, to dig in ground as with snout [v] 

RUMINANT AIMNNRTU hoofed, even-toed mammal [n -S] 

RUMINATE AEIMNRTU to chew again [v -D, -TING, -S] 
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SACCULAR AACCLRSU resembling sac (pouch-shaped structure in animal or plant) [adj] 

SACCULUS ACCLSSUU saccule (small sac (pouch-shaped structure in animal or plant)) [n -LI] 

SALADANG AAADGLNS wild ox [n -S] 

SCIURINE CEIINRSU rodent of squirrel family [n -S] 

SCIUROID CDIIORSU resembling squirrel [adj] 

SEALLIKE AEEIKLLS resembling seal (aquatic mammal) [adj] 

SEALSKIN AEIKLNSS skin of seal [n -S] 

SEECATCH ACCEEHST adult male fur seal [n -IE] 

SELADANG AADEGLNS saladang (wild ox) [n -S] 

SEMIWILD DEIILMSW somewhat wild [adj] 

SEROTINE EEINORST European bat [n -S] 

SHEARING AEGHINRS instance of cutting hair or wool [n -S] / SHEAR, to cut hair or wool from [v] 

SHEEPCOT CEEHOPST enclosure for sheep [n -S] 
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SHEEPDOG DEEGHOPS dog trained to guard and herd sheep [n -S] 

SHEEPMAN AEEHMNPS person who raises sheep [n -MEN] 

SHOWRING GHINORSW ring where animals are displayed [n -S] 

SIDEMEAT ADEEIMST meat cut from side of pig [n -S] 

SIFFLEUR EFFILRSU animal that makes whistling noise [n -S] 

SIRENIAN AEIINNRS any of order of aquatic mammals [n -S] 

SKELETON EEKLNOST supporting or protective framework of human or animal body [n -S]  

SKEWBALD ABDEKLSW horse having patches of brown and white [n -S] 

SKIJORER EIJKORRS skier who is drawn over snow by dogs, horse, or vehicle [n -S] 

SKINLIKE EIIKKLNS resembling skin [adj] 

SORICINE CEIINORS belonging to shrew family of mammals [adj] 

SPADONES ADENOPSS SPADO, castrated man or animal [n] 

SPAVINED ADEINPSV SPAVIN, disease of horses [adj] 

SPEANING AEGINNPS SPEAN, to wean (to withhold mother's milk from and substitute other nourishment) [v] 

SPOORING GINOOPRS SPOOR, to track animal [v] 

SPURGALL AGLLPRSU to injure with spur [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SPURRING GINPRRSU SPUR, to urge on with spur (horseman's goad) [v] 

SQUIRREL EILQRRSU to store up for future use [v -ED, -ING, -S, -LLED, -LLING, -S] 

STABLING ABGILNST accommodation for animals in stable [n -S] / STABLE, to put in stable (shelter for domestic animals) [v] 

STAGGARD AADGGRST full-grown male red deer [n -S] 

STAGGART AAGGRSTT staggard (full-grown male red deer) [n -S] 

STALLION AILLNOST uncastrated male horse [n -S] 

STARNOSE AENORSST burrowing mammal [n -S] 

STATURED ADERSTTU STATURE, natural height of human or animal body [adj] 

STEENBOK BEEKNOST African antelope [n -S] 

STEGODON DEGNOOST extinct elephant-like mammal [n -S] 

STEINBOK BEIKNOST steenbok (African antelope) [n -S] 

STOCKCAR ACCKORST boxcar for carrying livestock [n -S] 

STOCKMAN ACKMNOST one who owns or raises livestock [n -MEN] 

STUDBOOK BDKOOSTU record of pedigree of purebred animals [n -S] 

STURDIED DDEIRSTU STURDY, disease of sheep [adj] 

STURDIES DEIRSSTU STURDY, disease of sheep [n] 

SUBHUMAN ABHMNSUU one that is less than human [n -S] 

SUCKLING CGIKLNSU unweaned mammal [n -S] / SUCKLE, to give milk to from breast [v] 

SURICATE ACEIRSTU burrowing mammal [n -S] 

SURROYAL ALORRSUY topmost prong of stag's antler [n -S] 

SWEENIES EEEINSSW SWEENY, atrophy of shoulder muscles in horses [n] 

SWINEPOX EINOPSWX disease of swine [n -ES] 
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TAILLIKE AEIIKLLT resembling tail [adj] 

TALAPOIN AAILNOPT small African monkey [n -S] 

TALLOWED ADELLOTW TALLOW, to smear with tallow (mixture of animal fats) [v] 

TAMANDUA AAADMNTU arboreal anteater [n -S] 

TAPADERA AAADEPRT part of saddle [n -S] 
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TAPADERO AADEOPRT tapadera (part of saddle) [n -S] 

TAPIROID ADIIOPRT nocturnal hoofed animal [n -S] 

TENTACLE ACEELNTT elongated, flexible appendage of some animals [n -S] 

TETRAPOD ADEOPRTT four-footed animal [n -S] 

TIGERISH EGHIIRST resembling tiger (large feline mammal) [adj] 

TOADLIKE ADEIKLOT resembling toad (tailless, jumping amphibian) [adj] 

TOPCROSS COOPRSST cross between purebred male and inferior female stock [n -ES] 

TOREADOR ADEOORRT bullfighter [n -S] 

TRACKING ACGIKNRT placement of students within curriculum [n -S] / TRACK, to follow marks left by animal, person, or vehicle [v] 

TRAPLIKE AEIKLPRT resembling trap [adj] 

TRAPPING AGINPPRT covering for horse [n -S] / TRAP, to catch in trap (device for capturing and holding animals) [v] 

TRIPPANT AINPPRTT walking -- used of heraldic animal [adj] 

TRUEBRED BDEERRTU designating animal of unmixed stock [adj] 

TUSKIEST EIKSSTTU TUSKY, having tusks [adj] 

TUSKLESS EKLSSSTU having no tusk [adj] 

TUSKLIKE EIKKLSTU resembling tusk [adj] 
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UNBRIDLE BDEILNRU to set loose [v -D, -LING, -S] 

UNCAGING ACGGINNU UNCAGE, to release from cage [v] 

UNCLAWED ACDELNUW not clawed (to scratch with claws (sharp, curved toenails)) [adj] 

UNDERFUR DEFNRRUU thick, soft fur beneath outer coat of certain mammals [n -S] 

UNDOCILE CDEILNOU not docile (easily trained) [adj] 

UNGELDED DDEEGLNU not gelded (to castrate (to remove testes of)) [adj] 

UNGULATE AEGLNTUU hoofed mammal [n -S] 

UNHAIRED ADEHINRU UNHAIR, to remove hair from [v] 

UNHAIRER AEHINRRU one that unhairs (to remove hair from) [n -S] 

UNKENNEL EEKLNNNU to release from kennel [v -ED, -LLED, -ING, -LLING, -S] 

UNMUZZLE ELMNUUZZ to remove muzzle from [v -D, -LING, -S] 

UNRIDDEN DDEINNRU RIDDEN, RIDE, to sit on, control, and be conveyed by animal or machine [adj] 

UNSADDLE ADDELNSU to remove saddle from [v -D, -LING, -S] 

UNWEANED ADEENNUW WEAN, to withhold mother's milk from and substitute other nourishment [adj] 

UNYOKING GIKNNOUY UNYOKE, to free from yoke [v] 

URSIFORM FIMORRSU having form of bear [adj] 

UTERUSES EERSSTUU UTERUS, organ of female mammals [n] 
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VACCINIA AACCIINV cowpox (cattle disease) [n -S] 

VIBRISSA ABIIRSSV one of stiff hairs growing about mouth of certain mammals [n -E] 

VISCACHA AACCHISV burrowing rodent [n -S] 

VISCACHA AACCHISV burrowing rodent [n -S] 

VITULINE EIILNTUV pertaining to calf (young cow or bull) [adj] 

VIVARIES AEIIRSVV VIVARY, vivarium (place for raising and keeping live animals) [n] 

VIVARIUM AIIMRUVV place for raising and keeping live animals [n -S, -IA] 
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VIVERRID DEIIRRVV any of family of small carnivorous mammals [n -S] 

VIVIPARA AAIIPRVV animals that bring forth living young [n] 

VIXENISH EHIINSVX VIXEN, shrewish woman [adj] 

VIZCACHA AACCHIVZ viscacha (burrowing rodent) [n -S] 

VOYAGEUR AEGORUVY person employed by fur company to transport goods between distant stations [n -S] 
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WAGGONED ADEGGNOW WAGGON, to wagon (to convey by wagon (four-wheeled, horse-drawn vehicle)) [v] 

WAGONING AGGINNOW WAGON, to convey by wagon (four-wheeled, horse-drawn vehicle) [v] 

WALLAROO AALLOORW large kangaroo (Australian mammal) [n -S] 

WALRUSES AELRSSUW WALRUS, marine mammal [n] 

WANDEROO ADENOORW Asian monkey [n S] 

WARHORSE AEHORRSW musical or dramatic work that has been performed to excess [n -S] 

WARRAGAL AAAGLRRW warrigal (dingo (wild dog of Australia)) [n -S] 

WARRENER AEENRRRW keeper of warren [n -S] 

WARRIGAL AAGILRRW dingo (wild dog of Australia) [n -S] 

WATCHDOG ACDGHOTW to act as guardian for [v -GGED, -GGING, -S] 

WEANLING AEGILNNW recently weaned child or animal [n -S] 

WEASELLY AEELLSWY resembling weasel (small carnivorous mammal) [adj] 

WEREWOLF EEFLORWW person capable of assuming form of wolf [n -LVES] 

WHALEMAN AAEHLMNW whaler (person engaged in whaling) [n -MEN] 

WHELPING EGHILPNW WHELP, to give birth to [v] 

WHEYLIKE EEHIKLWY resembling whey (watery part of milk) [adj] 

WHINNIED DEHIINNW WHINNY, to neigh in low or gentle manner [v] 

WHITRACK ACHIKRTW weasel [n -S] 

WHITTRET EHIRTTTW weasel [n -S] 

WILDLIFE DEFIILLW wild animals and vegetation [n WILDLIFE] 

WILDLING DGIILLNW wilding (wild plant or animal) [n -S] 

WILDNESS DEILNSSW state of being wild (living in natural state) [n -ES] 

WILDWOOD DDILOOWW natural forest land [n -S] 

WINDGALL ADGILLNW swelling on horse's leg [n -S] 

WINESKIN EIIKNNSW goatskin bag for holding wine [n -S] 

WIREHAIR AEHIIRRW dog having wiry coat [n -S] 

WOLFLIKE EFIKLLOW resembling wolf (carnivorous mammal) [adj] 

WOLFSKIN FIKLNOSW skin of wolf [n -S] 

WOMBLIKE BEIKLMOW resembling womb (uterus (organ of female mammals)) [adj] 

WOODMICE CDEIMOOW WOODMOUSE [n] 

WOOLFELL EFLLLOOW woolskin (sheepskin with wool still on it) [n -S] 

WOOLLIKE EIKLLOOW resembling wool (dense, soft hair forming coat of certain mammals) [adj] 

WOOLSHED DEHLOOSW building in which sheep are sheared [n -S] 

WOOLSKIN IKLNOOSW sheepskin with wool still on it [n -S] 
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YEANLING AEGILNNY young of sheep or goat [n -S] 

YEARLING AEGILNRY animal past its first year and not yet two years old [n -S] 

YOGHOURT GHOORTUY yogurt (food made from milk) [n -S] 
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ZOOCHORE CEHOOORZ plant dispersed by animals [n -S] 

ZOOGENIC CEGINOOZ caused by animals or their activities [adj] 

ZOOLATER AELOORTZ one that worships animals [n -S] 

ZOOLATRY ALOORTYZ worship of animals [n -RIES] 

ZOOLOGIC CGILOOOZ ZOOLOGY, science that deals with animals [adj] 

ZOOMANIA AAIMNOOZ excessive interest in animals [n -S] 

ZOOMETRY EMOORTYZ measurement of animals or animal parts [n -RIES] 

ZOOMORPH HMOOOPRZ something in form of animal [n -S] 

ZOONOSIS INOOOSSZ disease that can be transmitted from animals to humans [n -SES]  

ZOONOTIC CINOOOTZ ZOONOSIS, disease that can be transmitted from animals to humans [adj] 

ZOOPHILE EHILOOPZ lover of animals [n -S] 

ZOOPHILY HILOOPYZ love of animals [n -LIES] 

ZOOPHOBE BEHOOOPZ one who fears or hates animals [n -S] 

ZOOSPERM EMOOPRSZ male fertilizing element of animal [n -S] 

ZOOTOMIC CIMOOOTZ ZOOTOMY, dissection of animals [adj] 
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